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Cold-Crucible Melting of Hulls and Structural Materials

1. Introduction

Cladding hulls are produced (Figure 1) by reprocessing spent fuel from
different types of reactors, after the subassemblies are cut up and the fuel is
dissolved in a nitric acid solution. The resulting wastes consist primarily of short
cladding tube scraps made of zircaloy in pressurized water reactors, or of
stainless steel in fast breeder reactors. The hulls are both alpha and high-level
beta-gamma wastes, as they may contain transuranic nuclides in residual
undissolved fuel as well as high-level fission or activation products. They also
contain tritium, notably in the case of zircaloy wastes.

The method currently implemented at the La Hague UP3 reprocessing
plant for conditioning of PWR zircaloy hulls is cement embedding. Another
promising method, mainly for reducing the waste volume and the available
exchange surface area, is melting.

A cold-crucible melting process has therefore been developed by the CEA
at Marcoule (France) over the last decade. Development work first
concentrated on cladding hulls from fast breeder reactors, then from
pressurized water reactors. The process can be used for both types of cladding
wastes. Subassembly head and foot end-caps are sheared off and should be
suitable for surface storage after a decontamination by successive rinsing. If
necessary because of their a activity, they could be melted in a larger furnace.
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2. Cold Crucible Melting Process

The process is shown schematically in Figure 2.

The cold crucible consists of contiguous water-cooled copper tubes
forming a cylindrical volume. Each copper tube is individually cooled. The
cooling water inlet and outlet manifolds are shown at the top of the figure.

The hulls in the crucible are heated by a concentric external solenoid
inductor, supplied at a frequency of about 10 kHz by a motor generator. By
virtue of its sectorized structure, the crucible is largely transparent to the
induced magnetic field.

Melting occurs in the presence or oxide or fluoride slag, which fills the gap
formed by magnetic striction between the molten metal and the cold crucible.
The flux is important in digesting the oxides formed during melting, as well as
any residual oxides (e.g. uranium and plutonium) still contaminating the hulls
after fuel dissolution. This process is facilitated by vigorous electromagnetic
stirring of the molten bath.

The crucible includes a sealed cover assembly for controlled atmosphere
melting. The cover also includes metered inlets for cladding hulls and slag,
together with the argon inlet and off-gas outlet ports.

At the beginning of the melting process, a water-cooled mobile furnace
bed is positioned so that its top face is level with the bottom of the inductor.
The cold crucible is then continuously fed with metal scraps and a suitable
percentage of slag.

When the molten metal bath reaches a predetermined level, the bed
begins to move downward continuously to maintain a constant level in the
crucible. The metal solidifies as it exits the inductor, allowing the extraction of
an ingot with the diameter of the crucible and with any desired length,
surrounded by a thin layer of solidified slag. Most of the flux detaches naturally
from the ingot during cooling, and is suitable for vitrification.
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3. Current R & D Status
of Cold-Crucible Cladding Waste Melting

The cold-crucible melting process has been implemented in four stages at
the Rhône Valley Nuclear Research Center:

• A small nonradioactive prototype has been operating since 1981 to verify the
potential of this technology.

• A nonradioactive industrial-scale prototype of a cold-crucible melting facility
for down-drawn ingots (Figure 3) has been in operation since 1983. This full-
scale unit is built around a 200 mm diameter cold crucible and a cold-bed
drawing machine capable of drawing ingots 1 meter long, corresponding to
about 200-250 kg of waste. The inductor is supplied at a frequency of 10 kHz
by a 300 kW motor generator. The prototype includes all the equipment
required for a radioactive melting unit: hull and slag feed provisions, crucible
and drawing machine, dust separator, off-gas scrubber and ingot descaler.
Most of these units have been specified and qualified, and are designed to be
dismantled by a remote manipulator.

The crucible currently used is capable of melting hulls at a nominal rate of
40 kg/hour (higher melting rates have been obtained); this figure corresponds
to 4 or 6 kWh per kilogram of molten metal. About twenty metric tons of
stainless steel or zircaloy have been melted hi this inactive prototype. A unit
of this type would be able to handle 150 tons of hulls on the basis of 250
working days a year. Two units will be required for a facility such as UP3 at
La Hague, which produces 250 tons of hulls per year.

• A similar radioactive industrial-scale facility (Figure 4) is now being installed
in Cell 404 of the Marcoule pilot facility, designed to condition stainless steel
hulls from reprocessed fast breeder reactor fuel from the Phénix power plant,
or zircaloy hull batches from the La Hague reprocessing plant. This
demonstration facility should begin radioactive operation in late 1992 to
qualify the process at industrial scale..

• Since 1988, a radioactive laboratory-scale cold-crucible facility known as
"Cell 73" (Figures 5, 6 and 7) has been used to produce eight active ingots
60 mm in diameter and 180 mm long weighing about 3.5 kg using stainless
steel hulls from the Phénix FBR at Marcoule.
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The ingots exhibit very good quality (Figure 8). The influence of the slag mass
on the ingot decontamination factor was investigated (Figure 9). The
decontamination factor measured on one of these ingot shows that it is
possible to decontaminate stainless steel ingots with slag so the metal ingot
may be classified as non-alpha waste and cleared for surface storage (the a
activity was less than 0.1 Ci-H (Figure 10). Not all the decontamination
factors or a activity results are currently available.

The nature and quantity of volatile material (e.g. cesium) released during
melting have also been measured (Figure 11). The 0 activity is due mainly to
cesium, and virtually all of the activity was trapped by the crucible head and
dust separator.

In December 1990, Cell 73 will begin producing active ingots with zircaloy
hulls from the Obrigheim reactor. Decontamination of these zircaloy wastes
will be made more difficult by the competition during melting between the
transfer of «-emitters to the slag as oxides, and reduction by zirconium which
tends to trap them in metallic form in the ingot.
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4. Conclusion

The feasibility of the cold-crucible melting and ingot drawing process has
been demonstrated. Its potential for conditioning radioactive stainless steel
hulls has been established at laboratory scale. A final demonstration in an
industrial-scale facility under radioactive conditions will be carried out in Cell
404 at Marcoule.

The process has also been shown to have a number of advantages for
conditioning nuclear cladding waste, including the following:

• significant volume reduction (Figure 12) and significant reduction in the
potential material exchange surface area;

•production of good quality ingots providing for satisfactory radioactive
containment;

• probably satisfactory decontamination of stainless steel ingots with slag,
allowing them to be classified as non-alpha waste;

• elimination of tritium, and thus any risk of radiolysis gas formation in the
ingots;

• ease of implementation.

Conditioning by melting could be adopted industrially within the next few
years.
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